(series) indicates that title is the first in a series; subsequent titles are not listed to save space

**Fiction**

Ahdieh, Renee
- The Beautiful (series)
- Flame in the Mist (series)
- The Wrath & the Dawn (series)

Angeles, Janella
- Where Dreams Descend

Bajpai, Nandini
- A Match Made in Mehendi
- Sister of the Bollywood Bride

Bhuiyan Tashi
- Counting Down With You

Blake, Kendare
- Three Dark Crowns (series)
- Antigoddess (series)
- Anna Dressed in Blood (series)

Bowman, Akemi Dawn
- The Infinity Courts
- Harley in the Sky
- Summer Bird Blue
- Starfish

Chao, Gloria
- American Born Panda
- Our Wayward Fate
- Rent a Boyfriend

Chee, Traci
- We Are Not Free
- The Reader (series)

Chen, Justina
- Lovely, Dark, and Deep
- Girl Overboard
- North of Beautiful
- A Blind Spot for Boys

Chim, Wai
- The Surprising Power of a Good Dumpling

Cho, Kat
- Wicked Fox (series)
Choi, Mary HK
- Emergency Contact
- Permanent Record
- Yolk

Chokshi, Roshani
- The Gilded Wolves (series)
- Aru Shah and the End of Time (Series; Middle Grade but may still appeal to tweens and teens)
- The Star-Touched Queen (series)

Chupeco, Rin
- The Bone Witch (series)
- Wicked As You Wish (Series)
- The Never Tilting World (series)
- The Girl From the Well (series)

Dao, Julie C.
- Forest of a Thousand Lanterns (series)
- Broken Wish (series)

de la Cruz, Melissa
- 29 Dates
- The Queen’s Assassin
- Something in Between
- Alex & Eliza
- The Descendants (book series based on Disney movies)
- So many others!

del Rosario, Juleah
- 500 Words or Less

Dunn, Pintip
- Dating Makes Perfect
- Forget Tomorrow (series)
- Girl on the verge
- The Darkest Lie

Gilbert, Kelly Loy
- When We Were Infinite
- Picture Us in the Light
- Conviction

Gong, Chloe
- These Violent Delights (series)

Goo, Maurene
- Somewhere Only We Know
- The Way You Make Me Feel
- I Believe in a Thing Called Love

Han, Jenny
- The Summer I Turned Pretty (series)
- To All The Boys I’ve Loved Before (series)
He, Joan
  •  Descendant of the Crane
  •  The Ones We’re Meant to Find
Hur, June
  •  The Forest of Stolen Girls
  •  The Silence of Bones
Jaigirdar, Adiba
  •  The Henna Wars
  •  Hani and Ishu’s Guide to Fake Dating (anticipated release: 5/25/21)
Jean, Emiko
  •  Tokyo Ever After
  •  Empress of All Seasons
  •  We’ll Never Be Apart
Jung, Jessica
  •  Shine
Kagawa, Julie
  •  The Iron Fey (series)
  •  The Iron Fey: Evenfall (companion series to The Iron Fey)
  •  Shadow of the Fox (series)
  •  Talon (series)
  •  Blood of Eden (series – only on Overdrive)
Kuhn, Sarah
  •  I Love You So Mochi
  •  From Tokyo With Love (anticipated release: 5/11/21)
Lai, Thanhha
  •  Butterfly Yellow
Le, Loan
  •  A Pho Love Story
Lee, C.B.
  •  Sidekick Squad (series)
Lee, Emery
  •  Meet Cute Diary
Lee, Fonda
  •  Exo (series)
Lee, Jenny
  •  Anna K. (series)
Lee, Lori M.
  •  Forest of Souls (series)
  •  Gates of Thread and Stone (series)
Lee, Lyla
  •  I’ll Be the One
Lee, Stacey
  •  Outrun the Moon
- The Secret of a Heart Note
- Under a Painted Sky
- The Downstairs Girl
- Luck of the Titanic

Lee, Stephan
- K-Pop Confidential

Lim, Elizabeth
- Spin the Dawn (series)
- Six Crimson Cranes
- So This is Love: A Twisted Tale
- Reflection: A Twisted Tale

Lo, Malinda
- Last Night at the Telegraph Club
- A Line in the Dark
- Adaptation (series)
- Ash
- Huntress

Lu, Marie
- The Kingdom of Back
- Skyhunter (series)
- Legend
- Young Elites
- Warcross

Ma, Coco
- Shadow Frost

Ma, Diana
- Heiress Apparently

Menon, Sandhya
- Of Curses and Kisses (series)
- When Dimple Met Rishi (series)

Mikuta, Zoe Hana
- Gearbreakers (anticipated release: 6/29/21)

Ngan, Natasha
- Girls of Paper and Fire (series)

Nguyen, Jenn P.
- The Way to Game the Walk of Shame
- Fake It Till You Break It

Oh, Axie
- Rebel Seoul
- XOXO (anticipated release: 7/13/21)

Oh, Ellen
- A Thousand Beginnings and Endings (anthology, Call # is TEEN Thousand)
Pan, Emily XR
  - The Astonishing Color of After

Park, Suzanne
  - The Perfect Escape
  - Sunny Song Will Never Be Famous (anticipated release: 4/6/21)

Pon, Cindy
  - Want (series)
  - Serpentine (series)

Ribay, Randy
  - Patron Saints of Nothing
  - After the Shot Drops

Sugiura, Misa
  - It’s Not Like It’s a Secret
  - This Time Will Be Different
  - Love and Other Natural Disasters

Suk, Sarah
  - Made in Korea (anticipated release: 5/18/21)

Sutanto, Jesse Q
  - The Obsession (looks like a second novel in series is slated per goodreads)

Tamaki, Mariko
  - Saving Montgomery Sole

Tan, June CL
  - Jade Fire Gold (anticipated release: 10/12/21)

Tang, Andrea
  - Rebelwing

Thakrar, Shveta
  - Star Daughter

Thao, Dustin
  - You’ve Reached Sam (anticipated release: 11/2/21)

Tokuda-Hall, Maggie
  - The Mermaid The Witch and The Sea

Turk, Mariko
  - The Other Side of Perfect

Wen, Abigail Hing
  - Loveboat, Taipei (series)

Woon, Yvonne
  - If You, Then Me (anticipated release: 7/6/21)
  - Dead Beautiful (series)

Yang, Kelly
  - Parachutes

Yee, F.C.
  - Rise of Kyoshi (series)
  - The Epic crush of Genie Lo
Yen, Jennifer
- A Taste for Love

Yoon, David
- Frankly In Love
- Super Fake Love Song

Zhao, Amelie Wen
- Blood Heir (series)

**Graphic Novel Creators**

Ha, Robin
- Almost American Girl: An Illustrated Memoir

Kuhn, Sarah
- Shadow of the Batgirl

Leong, Sloane
- A Map to the Sun

Nguyen, Trung Le
- The Magic Fish

Tamaki, Jillian
- SuperMutant Magic Academy
- This One Summer
- Skim

Tamaki, Mariko
- Laura Dean Keeps Breaking Up With Me
- Emiko Superstar
- Writer for lots and lots of various comic books

Wang, Jen
- In Real Life
- The Prince and the Dressmaker

Yang, Gene Luen
- Dragon Hoops
- Avatar, the Last Airbender: The Promise
- Superman Smashes the Klan
- Boxers & Saints (duology)
- American Born Chinese
- Lots of others
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